
 
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ) 
 

1. What is the #Youth4ClimateLive Series? 
 
The #Youth4ClimateLive Series is hosted by the Italian Ministry for the Environment, Land and Sea, in 
collaboration with Connect4Climate - World Bank Group and the Office of the UN Secretary-General's 
Envoy on Youth, as part of the initiatives organized in the run-up to the 2021 pre-COP26 in Milan and 
COP26 in Glasgow. Each session brings together a diverse group of unstoppable youth at the forefront of 
creative climate action for intergenerational and interactive conversations with policy makers and 
experts. You can learn more about the series, watch previous episodes, and register for upcoming sessions 
at https://youth4climate.live/. 
 

2. If I missed a previous episode, am I disqualified from submitting my entry? 
 
Absolutely not! While you are still required to include an individual episode summary, you can watch any 
episodes you missed here: https://youth4climate.live/ 
 

3. Can I produce one general summary for all episodes? 
 
While there is no limit to how many #SumItUp you can submit, in each entry there should be a clear 
distinction of the key takeaways from the episode you’ve selected. Each of our Y4C episodes looks at 
climate action through a different angle, whether it be nature-based solutions or youth action and, as 
such, each episode will have unique key takeaways!  
 

4. Do you accept group submissions? 
 
No, submissions should be submitted by one participant. We will be selecting one winner through 
audience voting following the end of all competition phases.  
 

5. How is the contest judged? 
 
All submissions will be displayed on the Reach Not Preach platform and open to audience voting at the 
end of all competition phases. Each individual can vote once. The winner will then be notified before the 
organizers proceed with any promotion or announcements.  
 
 
Competition Terms and Conditions  
 
1. Eligibility:  



Youth ages 15-29 are eligible. If a participant is 17 years of age or younger, their legal guardian must be 
aware of their participation and submission. In order to enter the competition, participants agree to the 
Official Rules. The Rules consist of the terms and conditions on this page and the Entry Form. 
 
2. Competition Period: 
The competition begins August 28, 2020 and ends at midnight (CET) on March 31, 2021. 
  
3. How to Enter: 
Entrants will use the link for the submission form available on the Reach Not Preach website. Entrants will 
also share their #SumItUp on social media using the hashtag, and should tag @UNYouthEnvoy and 
@Connect4Climate.  
 
5. Judging and Selection of Winners: 
Entrees will be judged through public audience voting at the end of the competition. Each individual can 
vote only once. The winner will be notified before the organizers proceed with any promotions or 
announcements.   
 
6. Prizes: 
There will be one winner who will have their creative sum-up shared at the Youth4Climate: Driving 
Ambition Pre-COP event in Milan 2021. They will receive full credit and retain ownership over their work. 
The winner will also win a trip to Milan to present their creative sum-up in person at Youth4Climate: 
Driving Ambition in Milan in 2021. The winner’s work will be used as learning tools, included on the 
Youth4ClimateLive website and shared with all the participants of Pre-COP26. Winner’s work will also be 
promoted on social media by the office of the UN Secretary-General’s Envoy on Youth, Connect4Climate 
- World Bank Group, and the Italian Ministry for Environment, Land and Sea. 
  
7. Privacy Notice: 
Any personal data, collected during the course of the competition will only be used and disclosed for 
purposes reasonably connected with administering and promoting this competition, including certain 
internal and external communications related to the #SumItUp Competition. We may also share personal 
data of the winner with the press for publicity purposes.  
 
8. No Recourse to judicial or other procedures: 
To the extent permitted by law, the rights to litigate, to seek injunctive relief or to any other recourse to 
judicial or any other procedure in case of disputes or claims resulting from or in connection with this 
Competition are hereby excluded, and you acknowledge and agree, and expressly waive any and all such 
rights. 
 


